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A practical guide to the magical history, customs, and practices of pre-Christian Northern
Europe• Details the everyday magic of the Northern Tradition, including household magic,
protection spells, and the significance of the days of the week• Explores direct natural magic,
such as shapeshifting and soul travel, and talismanic or sigil magic, including runes and rituals
to unlock the power of crafted objects• Explains how many of these customs continue to the
present dayIn the pre-Christian societies of Northern Europe, magic was embedded in the
practical skills of everyday life. Everything in Nature was ensouled with an inner spirit, as was
anything made by hand. People believed in magic because it worked and because it was part
of the functionality of their day-to-day lives. Many of these practical observances and customs
continue to the present day as rural traditions, folk customs, household magic, and
celebrations of the high and holy days of the calendar.Exploring the magical pagan traditions of
the people now called Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavian, Slavonic, and Baltic, Nigel Pennick
examines the underlying principle of the Northern Tradition--the concept of Wyrd--and how it
empowers the arts of operative magic, such as direct natural magic and talismanic or sigil
magic. Through direct natural magic, individuals can shape shift, journey out of the body, or
send one of their three souls (fylgia or “fetch”) ahead of them. Sigil magic involves the powers
contained in objects, which can be channeled after the appropriate ritual. Runes are the most
powerful sigils in the Northern Tradition and were used to ward off illness, danger, hostile
magic, and malevolent spirits. Emphasizing the importance of the cycles of Nature to the
tradition, Pennick explores the eightfold sun dials and the four ways the solar year is defined.
He looks at the days of the week and their symbolic association with different deities as well as
why particular acts are performed on certain days and what the customary lucky and unlucky
days are. He also examines sacred spaces, household magic, protection spells, and the role of
music in the Northern Tradition.Explaining all the traditional holidays and activities necessary to
honor them, Pennick shows how anyone can participate authentically in the magic of the
Northern Tradition if they take care to do things properly, with respect, and on the right day.

“Nigel Pennick’s Pagan Magic of the Northern Tradition is a treasure trove of ancient folklore of
magical rituals and charms for the protection of people and homes, of barns and livestock, of
temples and churches, for good luck and healing as well as causing harm when the rituals are
not followed. It describes daily ritual activities of the people of these Pagan times and how they
experienced the dangers and evil spirits of the world they lived in. Some of the magical rituals
were quite bizarre while others may be of value for living in today’s world. Pennick compares
the customs and rituals of a wide range of cultures across Europe and beyond, as well as
across time, tracing their origins, similarities, and differences. The book is well researched, well
organized, and a valuable and impressive resource for understanding the spiritual journeying of
our ancestors.” (Nicholas E. Brink, Ph.D., author of Baldr’s Magic:The Power of Norse
Shamanism and Ecstatic Tr)“Whether we call it magic or folklore (or even superstition), the
traditional, often pre-Christian knowledge described in Pagan Magic of the Northern Tradition is
fascinating. I’ve been referring to Pennick’s books for years when I need a fact or an example of
some interesting early magic to cite in my books and blogs. I learned something new on every
page!” (Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D., author of Pagan Every Day and Secret Lives)“Magic was a
part of everyday life for our Pagan ancestors, a spiritual approach to the environment used by



everyone and embedded in all the practical skills of living, from farming and building to music
and healing. Nigel Pennick shows us that it is a tradition that still flourishes and rewards us in
the modern world.” (Anna Franklin, author of The Sacred Circle Tarot, Pagan Ritual, and
Hearth Witch)“Nigel Pennick’s book offers a well-documented overview of everyday magic, the
last recourse against all evils. It introduces us to a strange Pagan world haunted by spirits and
supernatural owners of nature and rehabilitates the studies of magic as an important part of
our common cultural heritage. Pennick’s book is well worth a read!” (Claude Lecouteux,
professor emeritus at the Sorbonne and author of The Tradition of Household Spirit)About the
AuthorNigel Pennick is an authority on ancient belief systems, traditions, runes, and geomancy
and has traveled and lectured extensively in Europe and the United States. He is the author
and illustrator of more than 50 books, including The Pagan Book of Days. The founder of the
Institute of Geomantic Research and the Library of the European Tradition, he lives near
Cambridge, England.From the AuthorNigel Pennick has traveled and lectured extensively in
Europe and the United States on sacred geometry, the spirit of place, spiritual arts and crafts,
and labyrinths. He is the author and illustrator of more than 50 books, including The Pagan
Book of Days and The Book of Primal Signs. He lives in Cambridge, England. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Chapter 11The Craft and Magic of BuildingsOther Apotropaic DevicesIt is a
widespread folk belief that mirrors reflect not only visible light but also intangible spirits and
energies. All over Europe are traditions of straight spirit-paths along which, at certain times,
travel dangerous inhabitants of the otherworld. Like light, spirits travel in straight lines, and
unless something is done to stop them they will enter dwellings whose entrances (windows
and doors) are approached by lines-of-sight. To prevent this happening, various techniques are
employed by those whose expertise it is to remedy bad places and ward off harm. Mirrors,
often in the form of silvered glass balls, are placed at strategic points to reflect the perceived
intrusion.Witch balls are lustrous blown-glass spheres around a foot (304.8 mm) in diameter,
usually blue or green but also of silvered clear glass. Their reflective quality comes from
silvering the inside glass sphere with a metallic mercury mixture, the traditional way of making
mirrors. To prevent evil spirits entering the house, witch balls are hung in a window or in the
window above the door in houses without leaded glass.In recent years, with a renewed interest
in Chinese feng-shui, octagonal ba gua geomantic mirrors have in some cases taken the place
of witch balls, having the same apotropaic function (e.g., Lip, 1979, 109--13). But mirrors and
other reflective devices have one weak point. During thunderstorms they are believed to attract
lightning, which was viewed in the past as a material thunderbolt. In Britain wall anchors in the
form of an S were believed to ward off lightning from a building. In Normandy houseleeks were
planted on the roof ridges of farmhouses for the same purpose. An eastern English way to try
to keep lightning away from one’s dwelling is to bury a toad in the middle of the garden, with
others at the four corners. This is quincunx magic, covering an area by treating the four corners
and the center. Bay trees planted around the garden, the skin of a seal, and eagle feathers are
also anti-lightning charms (Jobson 1966, 112).The PentagramThe pentagram is an ancient
apotropaic sign. It is also called “pantacle,” “pentangle,” “pentagramma,” “Solomon’s Seal,”
“Drudenfus,” and the “rempham.” It is known from Lombardic and Alamannic sources before the
year 700. Medieval and later folk magic gives the pentagram protective power over thresholds.
Goethe, in his Faust, makes the demon Mephistopheles gain access to Dr Faustus’s house
because the Drudenfuss was drawn inaccurately upon the threshold. A traditional English
counting song known as “The Twelve Apostles” tells “Five for the symbol at your door,” which
was interpreted by folk-song collectors Broadwood and Maitland as the threshold pentagram



(Broadwood & Maitland, 1893, 154-59). The pentagram has an important place in sacred
geometry because the fivefold division of the circle is the starting point for the Golden Section
ratio. Before the nineteenth century it was not considered significant which way up the
pentagram was made. The concept of the evil inverted pentagram was invented by followers of
French magus Éliphas Lévi. The medieval choir stalls in St. Botolph’s church at Boston,
Lincolnshire, England, show the medieval use of the pentagram in this orientation, certainly not
with evil intention. The pentagram at the centerpiece of a medieval rose window in Paderborn
Cathedral in Germany is also oriented that way. The starfish is pentagrammic in shape and
was used as a magical protection. The fish called “stella” (starfish) was to be fastened with the
blood of a fox by a brass nail to the gate as a preventive against “evil medicines” (Agrippa 1533
I, XLVI).House Glyphs, Sigils, and SpellsWhen bricks began to be used in buildings, they were
handmade and fired in wood-burning stacks, so they were not all the same color. Bricklayers
made patterns in the walls they built, and a popular design was the diamond or ing-rune shape.
The protective pattern called “God’s Eye” and “Godsoog” on English and Dutch fishermen’s
ganseys (sweaters) is an array of five diamonds. The sigil was painted on wall plaques in
fishermen’s inns, with the motto “God sees you,” warning the fishermen to behave properly
when away from home. Traditional knitters from Arnemuiden used diamond motifs symbolizing
prosperity that came from the brickwork of the buildings in the fishing port (van der Klift-
Tellegen, 1987, 19, 36). In eastern England in the nineteenth century bricks were being made
on a large scale in different colors, so bricklayers chose contrasting colored bricks to make
diamond and ing-rune patterns.On Twelfth Night in German-speaking countries, the
Sternsinger go around houses carrying a paper or wooden star on a pole. They sing an
Epiphany carol, and then one of them writes in chalk over the door a formula consisting of the
initials of the Three Wise Men in the Nativity story--Caspar, Melchior, and Balthasar--with
crosses between them and the year on either side; for example, 20 C+M+B 15. This is said to
protect the house and its inhabitants until the next Epiphany. Another German tradition is that if
one draws crosses on the doors before Walpurgisnacht (May Eve, after sunset on April 30th)
the house is protected against witchcraft (Schmidt 1988, I, 93). --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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PAGAN MAGIC of the NORTHERN TRADITION“Nigel Pennick’s Pagan Magic of the Northern
Tradition is a treasure trove of ancient folklore of magical rituals and charms for the protection
of people and homes, of barns and livestock, of temples and churches, for good luck and
healing as well as causing harm when the rituals are not followed. It describes daily ritual
activities of the people of these Pagan times and how they experienced the dangers and evil
spirits of the world they lived in. Some of the magical rituals were quite bizarre while others
may be of value for living in today’s world. Pennick compares the customs and rituals of a wide
range of cultures across Europe and beyond, as well as across time, tracing their origins,
similarities, and differences. The book is well researched, well organized, and a valuable and
impressive resource for understanding the spiritual journeying of our ancestors.”NICHOLAS E.
BRINK, PH.D., AUTHOR OF BALDR’S MAGIC:THE POWER OF NORSE SHAMANISM AND
ECSTATIC TRANCEAND BEOWULF’S ECSTATIC TRANCE MAGIC“Whether we call it magic
or folklore (or even superstition), the traditional, often pre-Christian knowledge described in
Pagan Magic of the Northern Tradition is fascinating. I’ve been referring to Pennick’s books for
years when I need a fact or an example of some interesting early magic to cite in my books
and blogs. I learned something new on every page!”BARBARA ARDINGER, PH.D., AUTHOR
OFPAGAN EVERY DAY AND SECRET LIVES“Magic was a part of everyday life for our Pagan
ancestors, a spiritual approach to the environment used by everyone and embedded in all the
practical skills of living, from farming and building to music and healing. Nigel Pennick shows
us that it is a tradition that still flourishes and rewards us in the modern world.”ANNA
FRANKLIN, AUTHOR OFTHE SACRED CIRCLE TAROT,PAGAN RITUAL, AND HEARTH
WITCH“Nigel Pennick’s book offers a well-documented overview of everyday magic, the last
recourse against all evils. It introduces us to a strange Pagan world haunted by spirits and
supernatural owners of nature and rehabilitates the studies of magic as an important part of
our common cultural heritage. Pennick’s book is well worth a read!”CLAUDE LECOUTEUX,
PROFESSOR EMERITUSAT THE SORBONNE AND AUTHOR OFTHE TRADITION OF
HOUSEHOLD SPIRITSAND DEMONS AND SPIRITS OF THE LANDContentsTitle
PageEpigraphPreambleIntroduction: Northern MagicMAGIC AND RELIGIONA SHORT
HISTORY OF NORTHERN PAGANISMMAGIC AND THE CHURCHChapter 1. The Web of
Wyrd and the Eldritch WorldTHE WEB OF WYRDØRLÖG: CHANCE AND FATETHE DIVINE
HARMONYTHE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE COSMOSTHE MODES, THE PLANETARY
SPHERES, AND THEIR HARMONYChapter 2. Traditional Operative Magic, Philosophy, and
TheoryTHE SYMBOLISM OF THE PARTS OF THE BODYOPERATIVE MAGIC
PRINCIPLESHUMAN AND ANIMAL POWERSChapter 3. Place, Space, and TimeTHE
PRIMACY OF THE NORTHTHE EIGHT AIRTSTIME AND THE DAYOTHER SYSTEMS OF
TIMERULE-OF-THUMB TIME-TELLINGTHE WEEK AND ITS DAYSEGYPTIAN DAYSRUNIC
CALENDARSChapter 4. Astronomy and the WindsSTARS, ASTERISMS, AND
CONSTELLATIONSTHE FIFTEEN STARSTHE FOUR CORNERS OF THE HEAVENSTHE
EIGHT WINDSWIND VANES, WEATHERCOCKS, AND WINDMILLSWIND MAGICChapter 5.
Magical and Sacred Places in the LandscapeICELANDPLACES OF WORSHIP HOFS AND
TEMPLESROYAL AND SACRED ROADSMOVEMENTPAGAN TRACKWAYS AND SPIRIT
PATHSTHE FAINTY GRUNDChapter 6. Boundaries and Liminal SpacesBORDERLINESTHE
MAGIC OF CROSSROADS, BURIALS, MAGIC, AND SPELLSTHE GOODMAN’S
GROUNDHOLMGANGA, BATTLE, AND TRIAL BY COMBATLABYRINTHSCHURCHYARDS
AND GRAVESFUNERAL CUSTOMSTHE FIRST BURIALEVOCATION OF THE DEAD AND



GRAVEYARD MAGICChapter 7. Materials and CraftsTHE SPIRITUAL NATURE OF
CRAFTSMANSHIPCRAFTSMANSHIPTHE QUALITIES OF TREES AND
WOODIRONKEEPING THE WILD HORSE AWAYTHE NINE FOLD COSMOS IN ENGLISH
HERALDRY AND COLOR SYMBOLISMChapter 8. The Spirit of CraftsmanshipTRADITIONAL
TIMBER BUILDINGS AND THEIR MAKINGTIMBER SHRINES AND TEMPLESCRAFT
FRATERNITIES AND GUILDSTOOLS AND GUILD LEGENDSChapter 9. Natural MeasureTHE
NORTHERN CUBIT AND ITS DERIVATIVESCAPACITY MEASURESMETE WANDS, THE
“DRUID’S CORD,” AND TAKING ONE’S MEASUREChapter 10. Traditional Buildings and
Practical MagicBUILDERS’ RITES AND CEREMONIESHORSE BURIAL, HORSE REMAINS,
AND BONES IN BUILDINGSTOPPING OUT AND CONSECRATIONBUILDING
DEPOSITSBONESBOTTLES, HEARTS, AND PINSChapter 11. The Craft and Magic of
BuildingsWINDMILLSTHE HOLY CORNERMAGIC OF THE HEARTH AND FIRETHE
POTHOOKHORSESHOES, WALL ANCHORS, AND SPEER POSTSOTHER APOTROPAIC
DEVICESTHE PENTAGRAMHOUSE GLYPHS, SIGILS, AND SPELLSChapter 12. Magical
Protection against Supernatural and Physical AttackVIKING AGE MARITIME
FIGUREHEADSMAGIC BATTLE FLAGS AND STANDARDSWIND VANES AND
WEATHERCOCKSWOUND-PROOF MAGIC JACKETS AND BLOOD STANCHINGHLUTR
AND ALRAUNHOLED STONESMAGICAL BINDINGSKNOT MAGICChapter 13. Practical
Magic: Patterns and SigilsTHRESHOLD AND HEARTHSTONE PATTERNSTHE BINDING OF
LORD SOUL ISSTRAW BINDINGS, KNOTS, AND FIGURESTRADITIONAL PATTERNS,
SIGILS, AND GLYPHSMAGIC IN MAKING EVERYDAY THINGSICELANDIC SIGIL
MAGICLOTSChapter 14. The Magic of MusicSOUND AND NOISEINCANTATIONMAGICAL
INFLUENCESOTHERWORLDLY MUSICANCESTRAL MUSICChapter 15. Northern
InstrumentsTHE KANTELE, LYRE, AND ALLIED INSTRUMENTSDRONESTHE
BUZZERROTATORY RATTLES, WALDTEUFEL, JACKDAW, AND ROMMELPOTTHE FRAME
DRUMTHE CLAPPERSBONESBELLSBELLS IN HORSEMANRYTHE NORTHERN HORNS:
LUR, NEVERLUR, BARKLUR, AND MIDWINTERHOORNPRACTICAL AND MAGICAL
MATERIALSDISORIENTATION BY SOUNDChapter 16. Keeping Up the DayMARK DAYS AND
TIMES OF THE YEARWAYS TO DEFINE THE YEARTHE ANGLO-SAXON
YEARYULEYULETIDE GUISINGTHE OLD HORSETWELFTH NIGHTSPEED THE
PLOUGHFEBRUARY AND THE END OF WINTERCARNIVAL AND EASTERMAY
DAYMIDSUMMER AND HARVESTNOVEMBER, YEAR’S
ENDPostscriptGlossaryBibliographyFootnotesAbout the AuthorAbout Inner Traditions • Bear &
CompanyBooks of Related InterestCopyright & PermissionsIndexPreambleMagic is an integral
part of culture. It has often been ignored by historians, who, not believing in its efficacy or even
recognizing that in the past many people did believe, thereby have dismissed any belief in it as
beneath mention. Alternatively, when they have mentioned magic and the occult sciences, they
have been portrayed as worthless superstition, or irredeemably diabolical and evil,
unspeakable rites to be shunned because they might taint the reader. But to present magic as
a dangerous subject that ought to be censored lest it seduce the reader into criminality is
unhelpful, for it pushes students of magical history into a ghetto when students of human
depravity and violence, such as crime and war, are welcome in the mainstream. Magic played
a significant part in shaping people’s lives. Magic is an integral part of our cultural heritage,
ancient skills, and wisdom that are a perennial response to universal situations and problems.
Unraveling the history of an undocumented tradition in a definitive way is impossible. The only
way to understand the themes embedded in the fragments is to take notice of historic parallels
and examples, and draw conclusions from them.IntroductionNorthern MagicMAGIC AND



RELIGIONThe traditional worldview is practical, consisting of what works or what is perceived
to work. Ancient Pagan religions in Europe were concerned with rites and ceremonies; there
was neither creed nor essential doctrines. All members of the family, clan, tribe, or nation
participated in ritual activities, but belief was not demanded of the participants. There was no
orthodoxy, and no heresy; participation was all that was required. In premodern times, life was
unimaginably hard by the twenty-first-century standards of developed countries. People were
reliant on agriculture, herds and flocks, hunting and fishing. There were no effective remedies
for disorders, diseases, or epidemics of humans or livestock. Crop failures brought frequent
famine; peasants often lived in grinding poverty at the edge of starvation. If a hurricane or flood
occurred, there was no backup to rescue survivors, who had to get by as well as they could,
having lost everything. Traveling was difficult, and wayfarers and voyagers ran the risk of attack
by wild animals, robber barons, bandits, outlaws, or pirates, or dying crossing rivers and or in
storms at sea. At home, there was always the risk of attack by marauding bands of fighting
men, bringing rape, torture, death, or enslavement to those who could not resist or flee.
Numberless diseases, disorders, and ailments beset the people, and their only recourse for a
remedy was to practitioners of traditional medicine. Magic was an indivisible part of the craft of
wise men and women as well as professional doctors. In such a fragile environment, people
needed wisdom and skill to survive and flourish.Magic practiced by the common people in pre-
Christian times was part of everyday culture. It was embedded in the practical skills of
everyday living. As in all parts of traditional society, there were specialists. Those in the
handicrafts included smiths, wrights, carpenters, shoemakers, and other skilled workers who
made things necessary for living, and there were also practitioners of herbalism, medicine, and
divination whose arts were heavily on the magical side. But all of these arts and crafts had no
theory; functionality was the operative criterion. They may have had origin-stories and mythical
founders, but theory is something different, the arcane pursuit of philosophers and theologians.
The Christian church, unlike traditional Pagan observance, insisted on belief in stories and
doctrines that it asserted were essential to the afterlife. Belief in doctrines became confused
with the practice of ethics. It was asserted that one could not be an ethical person unless one
believed everything the church demanded. The northern Pagan point of view, however, is
expressed in the Old Norse poem Hávamál (The Words of the High One), attributed to Odin.
Hávamál describes desirable and undesirable behavior in terms of mannvit (common sense)
and óvítr (foolishness). Behavior is defined as either skilled or unskilled behavior, and the
outcome of unskilled activities is social: loss of face, ridicule, and outlawry. The concept of
eternal damnation is not part of this way of understanding. One’s personal belief or disbelief
does not matter, so long as one is a good citizen.Fig. 1.1. Celtic stone image, Echterdingen,
Germany.A SHORT HISTORY OF NORTHERN PAGANISMThe history of indigenous religion
in northern Europe provides some explanation of the context of traditional magic over the last
sixteen hundred years. From what we can determine of ancient northern European religion,
there was no distinct barrier between gods and lesser spiritual beings. The early religion of the
northern peoples appears to have been centered not on an abstract universal deity, but upon
the veneration of a divine ancestor and the natural forces of the world. The king’s ancestor was
also the tribal god, and this principle was maintained among the Angles and Saxons in
England. Seven out of the eight Anglo-Saxon royal genealogies descended from Woden, as
did the royal line of Sweden. Ancestral holy places including homesteads, grave mounds, and
battlefields were venerated as places where the ancestral spirits remained. Folk-Moots, the
forerunner of parliaments, were held on moot-hills, some of which were the burial mounds of
ancestors, whose spirits were invoked in collective decision making. The ancestors also played



an important role in the everyday worship of the common people. There were goddesses
similar to the Norse dísir, a collective of female ancestral spirits honored as guardians of a
particular tribe, clan, family, or individual. Local cults venerated local gods and goddesses, and
Roman influence led to the construction of temples to house their images and cult
paraphernalia. In parts of northern Europe taken into the Empire, the gods and goddesses of
local religious cults were taken over by the priesthoods of similar Roman deities under the
intepretatio Romana. The Romans honored the spirit of each place with altars to the genius
loci.Fig. 1.2. Roman altar to Jupiter, Juno, and the genius loci. Bad Cannstatt,
Germany.Egyptian and Persian deities like Isis and Mithras were also worshipped in Roman
cities in the north, such as London and York. Astrology and various forms of magic were
embedded in everyday culture.The Roman Empire was made officially Christian in 313 CE,
and soon afterward Pagans were persecuted, their temples were appropriated or destroyed,
and their treasuries were looted. But in northern Europe, in Britain on the fringes of the Empire,
and outside the Empire, ancestral observances continued. For example, a Jupiter column was
erected in Cirencester by the Roman governor Lucius Septimius in the late fourth century, a
major Pagan sacred structure set up fifty years after the supposed destruction of the temples.
In 410 CE the Roman army was withdrawn, and that part of Britain was taken over by the
Anglo-Saxons in the following decades. Germanic Paganism arrived with them. Pagan worship
was not static; new cults arose and were refined, and new temples were erected at the same
time that the minutiae of Christian doctrines were being decided upon in church councils in the
remains of the Roman Empire, which by then had ceased to have control over western Europe.
For example, in Old Prussia, the temple at Nadruva (Romuva) enshrining the trinity of
Patrimpas, Perk�¶æ�0, and Patolas was set up in the fifth or sixth century (Trink�¶æ�0 1999, 148–
49).The Christian religion became dominant in Celtic parts of Great Britain while the Anglo-
Saxons were still Pagan. Ireland was Christianized by St. Patrick (ca. 389–ca. 461 CE), and
remnants of Christianity from the late Roman Empire may have been the spur for Celtic
Christian missionaries from Ireland and Wales to the Anglo-Saxons and the Picts in Caledonia
(later called Scotland) and later on into Germanic parts of mainland Europe. Missionaries sent
by Rome from 597 CE onward came to England and converted some of the kings, who then
imposed the religion on their subjects. The wars of this period in England were not fought on
religious lines between Christian and Pagan as simplified histories claim. The most stalwart
Pagan king of the period, Penda of Mercia (died 655), fought against the Christian kings of
Northumbria, but Penda’s allies were not Pagans but forces of the Christian king of Wales,
Caedwal II. The last part of England to remain worshipping the old gods officially was Sussex,
whose king Arwald (died 686) was the last Pagan king in Britain.Ireland and Britain became a
center of Christian expansionism. The Northumbrian Christian monk Willibrord was sent to
Frisia in the 690s to suppress local worship. This was part of the eastward expansion of the
Christian Frankish Empire, a process that continued for centuries. In Saxony at the present
Obermarsberg was a shrine with a very tall sacred pole called Irminsul, “the universal pillar.” It
was destroyed by the forces of the Emperor Charlemagne in the year 772 during a crusade
against the Saxons. The shrines of the god Fosite, on the holy island of Heligoland, were
destroyed in the year 785. Bishoprics were set up in fortified towns in Pagan territory as
centers for colonization and religious expansion. In 831–834, Hamburg became a bishop’s
residence, and further outposts in the east were established. Poland was set up as a Catholic
state between 962 and 992 by Prince Mieszco I. Between this state and Christianized Saxony
was Pagan territory, where the Slav inhabitants strongly resisted missionaries and colonists.
Now divided between Poland and Germany, Pomerania possessed several large and finely



constructed timber Pagan temples, many located on defended islands in navigable rivers. A
Christian state was established there in Pomerania in 1047 under Gottschalk, but he and the
Bishop of Mecklenburg were killed in a rebellion in 1066.In the Viking Age, major temples of
the Nordic gods stood at Jelling in Denmark; Sigtuna and Gamla Uppsala in Sweden; Mæri,
Lade, Skiringssal, Trondenes, and Vatnsdal in Norway; Kialarnes in Iceland; and at Dublin in
Ireland. The temple at Retra was destroyed in 1068, and the one in Uppsala around 1080–
1100. The Slavonic shrines and temples were destroyed by German and Danish expansion
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries and the Nordic temples through the conversion to
Christianity of the indigenous ruling elites. A proclamation of 1108 by the bishops and overlords
of Saxony called for Christian volunteers to destroy the “abominable people” and take for
themselves the best land in which to live (Fisher 1936, 203–5). The Pomeranian temples were
destroyed by Bishop Otto of Bamberg between 1124 and 1128, and the country was officially
Christianized in the latter year. The temples at Brandenburg were demolished in 1136, but the
god Triglav was still being worshipped by Slavs and Saxons there in 1153. In the Baltic was the
holy island of Rügen with a number of Pagan temples, the largest of which was dedicated to
the god Svantovit. The temples, which had been defended by three hundred dedicated men at
arms, fell to a Danish-German crusade in 1168–69, after the death of their patron, Duke
Nyklot.On the Baltic shore, Old Prussia was another late stronghold of Paganism, where in 997
Bishop Adalbert of Prague died in a failed attempt to evangelize the inhabitants. Christianity
was extirpated from Old Prussia in 1009, when the leading cleric Bruno of Magdeburg was
killed. In 1200 a crusade led by Bishop Albert of Bremen led to the foundation of the city of
Riga, and in 1202 a military order, the Fratres Militiae Christi (fraternity of the soldiers of
Christ), better known as the Schwertbrüderorden (Sword Brothers Order, or Knights of the
Sword), was established to impose Christianity by force. In 1225 they were reinforced by
knights of the Teutonic Order, which had been founded at Acre in Palestine in 1190. Having
been expelled from Transylvania by the Pagan Kumans, the Teutonic knights were sent by the
pope to Prussia to colonize the Baltic lands for themselves as a religious-military state called
the Ordenstaat.The Knights of the Sword were defeated in battle by Pagan Lithuanian forces at
the Battle of Schaule (Saule) in 1236, but in 1260 all inhabitants of the Ordenstaat were
compelled by the Teutonic knights to swear allegiance to the Christian religion. This led to a
war of genocide against the Sambian nation of Old Prussians, who refused to give up their
religion. By 1283 the Teutonic crusade had devastated Old Prussia. Its inhabitants had been
massacred or forced to flee as refugees. The Ordenstaat continued in existence until 1525. As
a response to Christian pressure from the west and Islamic pressure from the south, the
Lithuanian king Mindaugas set up state Paganism in 1251 as a means to unify the nation and
resist colonization. In 1259 the Knights of the Sword attempted to take over Samogitia (lowland
Lithuania) but were defeated again. In 1343, Estonian resistance against Danish colonists was
manifested in the Pagan rebellion of Jüriöö Mäss (St. George’s Night, April 22/23) when all the
churches and manors were destroyed and the Christian priests slain. Afterward, the Teutonic
knights were sent in to kill the rebels. The Grand Duchy of Lithuania remained Pagan until
1387, while Samogitia came under the control of the Catholic Church only in 1414. In Lapland
(Finland), church persecution of SÃ¡mi Pagan practices went on sporadically between 1389
and 1603, and a noid (shaman) was burnt alive with his drum at Arjeplog as late as 1693
(Jones and Pennick 1995, 167–73; 178–79). At the far eastern edge of Europe, in Russia,
indigenous Pagan practices were never fully extirpated, and continue today in unbroken
tradition. Although numerous indigenous religions of Europe were persecuted to destruction,
beliefs, concepts, themes, and practices that were present could not all be utterly obliterated.



They continued as forbidden practices, and in the customs and traditions of farmers,
craftspeople, and in folk medicine.Fig. 1.3. Christianized megalith at Trébeurden, Brittany,
France. Commercial postcard ca. 1890. The Library of the European TraditionMAGIC AND THE
CHURCHOnce it had suppressed Pagan worship, the church claimed a monopoly on spiritual
activities. It asserted that only ordained clergymen were permitted to deal with spiritual
matters, and that meant that anyone else who made use of spiritual technologies was a
criminal. Extending this, it was claimed that anyone who was not a priest who used magic,
whether for good or ill, was being empowered by the devil. Dualistic belief in an evil god as an
equal opponent of a good one had not existed in Pagan times. Those who practiced traditional
magic that had originated before Christianization were accused of witchcraft, as the church
clerics imagined their powers came from the old gods, who in the eyes of the church could only
be seen as agents of the devil. Witches, imaginary or real, were labeled as deviants and
transgressors, people whose way of life lay outside acceptable norms. They were viewed as
part of an evil conspiracy determined to destroy society. In an era when a particular worldview
was the only permitted reality, pluralistic realism—the possibility that numerous equally
authentic truths can coexist—was not an option. Religious orthodoxy was enforced with
draconian rigor and horrendous punishments. But because elements of pre-Christian lore and
magic are present in recorded witchcraft practices and spells, certain writers have claimed
wrongly that the whole body of historic witchcraft practice is Pagan. Many, if not most, recorded
spells of healing and cursing especially drew strongly from Christian sources, sometimes from
the mainstream Bible and occasionally from apocryphal sources (Davies 1996, 29).In a feudal
society that was based on well-defined classes and ranks, there were basically two kinds of
magical practitioner: those who had an education in a monastery or university and those of a
lower class who were part of a folk tradition. Clearly, the distinctions were blurred, and similar
magical knowledge and theory was used in both traditions. It is recorded that some Christian
monks and priests collected magical texts, and certain monasteries became well known for
them. For example, the Icelandic “black books” called Rauðskinni (Redskin) and Gráskinni
(Grayskin) were kept in the monastery library at Hólar. The former title was connected with
Bishop Gottskálk Niklásson in the early sixteenth century. It appears to have contained magical
lore from both the classical and runic traditions. In Germany a famous grimoire was attributed
to the thirteenth-century cleric Albertus Magnus, and Abbot Johannes Trithemius (1462–1516),
a contemporary of Niklásson, wrote around 70 works, many on magic, including Veterum
sophorum sigilla et imagines magicae, an influential text on talismanic and image magic. The
German renaissance magi Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa (1486–1535) and Paracelsus (Philippus
Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim, 1493–1541) were students of the master
magician Abbot Trithemius, and their works remain in print today. In addition to incantations,
medical recipes, and magical formulae, these published works contained sigils and signs that
were part of the repertoire of craftspeople. They are still in use.In his 1621 work The Anatomy
of Melancholy, Robert Burton expressed all the fears that people of his time had of magicians
and witches, and the awesome powers they were alleged to possess. In the chapter titled “Of
Witches and Magicians, How They Cause Melancholy,” he wrote:Many subdivisions there are,
& many several species of Sorcerers, Witches, Enchanters, Charmers, and so forth. They have
been tolerated heretofore some of them; and Magick hath been publickly professed in former
times, in Salamanca, Cracovia, and other places, though after censured by several
Universities, and now generally contradicted, though practiced by some still . . . that which they
can do, is as much almost as the Devil himself, who is still ready to satisfy their desires. . . .
They can cause tempests, storms, which is familiarly practiced by Witches in Norway, Ireland,



as I have proved. They can make friends enemies, and enemies friends, by philtres . . . enforce
love, tell any man where his friends are, about what employed, though in the most remote
places; and, if they will, bring their sweethearts to them by night, upon a goat’s back flying in
the air . . . hurt and infect men and beasts, vines, corn, cattle, plants, make women abortive,
not to conceive, barren, men and woman unapt and unable, married and unmarried, fifty
several ways . . . make men victorious, fortunate, eloquent . . . they can make stick-frees, such
as shall endure a rapier’s point, musket shot, and never be wounded . . . they can walk in fiery
furnaces, make men feel no pain on the rack or feel any other tortures; they can staunch blood,
represent dead men’s shapes, alter and turn themselves and others into several forms at their
pleasures. (Burton 1621, I, ii, I, sub. III)Although written in the early seventeenth century,
Burton’s account reasserts earlier writings about the fearful power ascribed to magic. These
beliefs are not yet dead.1The Web of Wyrd and the Eldritch WorldIt is a human trait to see
patterns in all things. According to the spiritual worldview, these patterns are manifestations of
a cosmic order. We can discern patterns everywhere we care to look, and our being in the
world is determined by these patterns, symbolically described in our ancient myths that tell of
the coming-into-being of the world. Two of the most ancient human handicrafts are weaving
and pottery, and in ancient scriptures, both of them are used as metaphors for the human
condition. The ancient bards perceived the multiple interwoven strands of experience
symbolically to be a textile woven by the powers they called fate. The crafts of spinning and
weaving are the heart of our linguistically embedded understanding of our being, for our
existence is envisaged as a part of a universal interwoven pattern, known in the northern
tradition as the Web of Wyrd.THE WEB OF WYRDThe Web of Wyrd interconnects everything
there ever was, is, or will be; all people, things, and events are conceived as being patterns
woven in the web. Wyrd is an Old English word derived from weorðan, which means “to
become,” “to come into being,” or “to come to pass.” A related Old High German word, wurt,
similarly has its basis in a verb, werdan, meaning “to become” or “to come to pass.” It related to
the Latin verb vertere, “to turn,” and in the context of Wyrd, this means how events turn out.
Another related Old High German word is wirtel, “a spindle,” the tool used in spinning thread
from raw fibers. Fortune and destiny are part of weaving in the Old English word gewæf, as in
the text “me thæt wyrd gewæf,” “Wyrd wove me that”—that is my lot, or fate, in life. For the
individual, Wyrd is his or her “lot in life,” position in the world, with all its limitations and
possibilities, a state of being often referred to as one’s destiny or fate. But Wyrd is not the
concept of fate as something that predestines us to undergo unavoidable happenings that
somehow have been written in advance. The contemporary usage of the words “fate” and
“destiny” contains ideas of unavoidable predestination, but our Wyrd does not necessarily
doom us to a particular fate. Yet we are where we are. The Scots expression, “Let us dree our
weird” exhorts us to accept where we are and use it for the best. The worst position in life is to
be a “weirdless person.” Someone who is weirdless has no purpose in life and never prospers,
and weirdlessness denotes doing things in the wrong way and thereby failing at every
chance.The Web of Wyrd is an ever-changing process, likened to a woven fabric, constantly
being added to and constantly disintegrating. In the European Tradition, the processes that
shape events are personified as the Fates, who are three sisters. In ancient Greece, they were
the Moirae in White Raiment; in Roman Paganism, the Three Fates; in the northern tradition
they are the Norns; and in the English and Scottish tradition, the Weird Sisters. In ancient
Greece, the three Moirae were viewed by the Orphics symbolically as the visible phases of the
moon: the first, Clotho, is the waxing First Quarter; the middle one, Lachesis, the Full Moon;
and the last, Atropos, the waning Last Quarter. Clotho spins the thread; Lachesis measures it



out, deciding in which way it will be used; and Atropos, “the Fury with abhorred shears,” cuts it.
Whatever they are called in the different traditions, they are personified as three women
involved in the processes of spinning and handling yarn. The first signifies the beginning that is
the past; the second the formative, creative process of existence, which is the present; and the
third, destruction, which is the future.Fig. 1.1. The Three Fates, architectural feature at Castell
Coch, Tongwynlais, Wales (William Burges ca. 1880).The actual physical craft of spinning is
significant in this mythos, as it clearly relates to the visible apparent rotation of the starry sky at
night. The image of the rotating spindle and the turning millstone is a reflection of the passing
of time and the outcome of events. Many northern European words to do with the development
of events and the creation of materials are related to the act of turning round. The Scots word
for a wheel or a whirlwind (tornado) is trendle, and the English word trend, which describes
how things are developing, is related to this. A physical phenomenon called the “windings of
the stars” is mentioned by H. C. Agrippa in the early sixteenth century in his Three Books of
Occult Philosophy: the obliquity of the Earth’s axis as it progresses on its orbit around the sun
gives the path of the stars and planets an apparent winding motion likened to the winding of a
ball of yarn (Agrippa 1993 [1531], II, XXXIV).The names of the Norns are redolent of meanings
embedded deep within our language. In the Northern Tradition the Norns’ names are Urða
(That Which Was); Verðandi (That Which Is); and Skuld (That Which Is To Become). Here, the
thread is not just spun, measured and cut, but woven into a fabric (the web) before being
destroyed. The warp or throw of the woven fabric of the Web of Wyrd is viewed as time and
events, whilst the weft is composed of individual human acts within time. As the process of
weaving the web continues, the pattern of interactions of the threads, which are lives and
events, irreversibly comes together to exist for a while before again being torn apart. Skuld
personifies the forces of dissolution. She cuts the individual thread or shears apart the intricate
weavings. She represents the inevitable end of all things, the annihilation of present existence.
The Norns sit at a well; it is necessary to wet the fiber of flax with water in order to spin them
into a thread.In the English and Scottish tradition, the Weird Sisters appear under that
collective name, but their individual names are lost. William Shakespeare borrowed them from
Raphael Holinshed’s tale of Macbeth and transformed them into the fateful Three
Witches.Their names have been reconstructed from Old English literary evidence as Wyrd,
Weorthend (or Metod), and Sculd (Branston 1957, 71). They are the Old High German
sceffarin (female shapers who determine the shape of things to come). The shapers mete out
our fate, the Old Saxon metod, “destiny, doom, death,” and so we are subject to
metodogiscapu, “the decree of fate” or “the shaping of destiny.” Another term in Old Norse for
one’s fate is sköp, which literally means “what is shaped.” The web is not a reality, but a
metaphor that gives us some limited understanding of the way things happen.Fig. 1.2. The
Weird Sisters, from the history of Macbeth, from Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicles. The Library
of the European TraditionThe seamless textile is the prime emblem of the Web of Wyrd,
symbolized in traditional dress, whole fabric uncut and unfitted, but gathered or smocked to fit
the wearer. For existence is not composed of an assemblage of separate moments, but it is a
seamless flow of process, the threads of which are as but currents in a river, tides in a sea, or
the blowing of the winds. The Web of Wyrd is a symbolic description of the reality in which we
live. Wyrd embodies the fundamental structures and processes that manifest themselves
continually as recognizable elements of the physical world. These principles can reveal
themselves spontaneously or may be identified by human intelligence. Traditional spirituality
recognizes them as divine principles that operate throughout the cosmos, embodying
everything that exists and has ever existed. In this sense, the visible world is an emanation of



the invisible. The true principles of Wyrd are often viewed as the signature of divinity.Like a
piece of fabric already woven, Wyrd is something that cannot be altered or undone. But either
we can be passive and allow the vagaries of life to defeat us or we can deal creatively with the
situation in which we find ourselves. Wyrd weaves our place in life, and an old saying from the
Borders of Scotland and England expresses creative acceptance of our situation: “Let us dree
our weird”; that is, let us endure whatever becomes of us and make the best of it. It tells us that
once we stop complaining and accept our Wyrd, we can turn its disadvantages into our
advantages. We are within our given circumstances, living in our own time, and must endure
their accompanying difficulties, but how we endure them and how we deal with our
circumstances is up to us.Wyrd works like natural magic and science: all things that come to
individuals are neither rewards nor punishments sent by the gods, but they are the inevitable
consequences of events, affected by the actions of individuals and the collective. But whatever
happens to us spiritually is the result of how we react to the conditions in which we find
ourselves, for we have free will and choice of how to act within our circumstances. Even the
gods are not outside Wyrd, but subject to it, like we are. This is clear from original texts from
both Northern Paganism and traditional Anglo-Saxon Christianity. As an Old English gnomic
verse in one of the Cotton Manuscripts tells us: “The glories of Christ are great: Wyrd is
strongest of all.” Medieval Christian images of the Annunciation—for example, a fifth-century
mosaic at Ravenna, Italy, and a ninth-century stone panel at Hoveningham, Yorkshire, England
—show Our Lady spinning with spindle in hand, with a (woven) wickerwork basket containing
wool beside her. This is the motif of the first Weird Sister, signifying beginning; in this case, the
conception of Jesus. Our Lady is also depicted handling thread as Maria Knotenlöserin, “Mary
the Unraveller of Knots,” in a baroque painting in the church of St. Peter-am-Perlach in
Augsburg, Germany. The church stands on the site of the temple of the Swabian goddess Zisa
(Pennick 2002a, 107–10). Whether the concept of the Knotenlöserin was ascribed to the
goddess is not recorded. Knotted threads and cords are certainly a major element in magical
practice in northern Europe, used in warding off harm, stopping bleeding, binding illnesses,
and bringing winds to sailors.ØRLÖG: CHANCE AND FATEOur existence is not fixed, but part
of a process. Nothing exists without coming from somewhere. Every aspect of material
existence now is the result of what preceded it in time. The sum of all of the events that led to
the present existence of anything is called its ørlög, an Old Norse concept meaning both
“primal laws” and “primal layers.” That which has already been woven by the Norns, even if it
has been torn apart in the past, is that which came before the present pattern of existence, so
it has influenced it profoundly. Ørlög is more than just the processes of nature, or the record of
history, for it includes all of the factors that go to make up the present time. Each human
person has his or her own ørlög. Personal ørlög includes genetic, individual, family, and
collective history and every other factor that has made the individual what he or she is. There is
no escape from ørlög, for we cannot alter what has already happened or the circumstances
that come from it. Everyone’s ørlög also accumulates as we get older; it is the sum of
everything that we do, where we are, and the circumstantial events affecting our lives. The
individual’s ørlög gives us both our possibilities in life, and also determines their limits. Because
of this, ørlög is sometimes confused with destiny or fate, a force that is seen to favor some
individuals and to destroy others.In the Roman worldview, the goddess Fortuna presided over
what would now be called random events. She is still invoked now by gamblers, who call upon
Lady Luck in the hope of winning games of chance. Her emblem is the Wheel of Fortune. The
concept of mathematically calculable randomness did not exist in ancient religious systems.
Every event was ascribed to supernatural agency—either to a particular deity like Fortuna, or



to an omnipotent creator. Religions that believed in an omnipotent and omniscient god claimed
that everything that happened was under the god’s direct control. The Anglo-Saxon king Alfred
the Great stated that there was no such thing as chance, everything being due to the actions of
God. In this worldview, nothing can happen without the god’s involvement. God’s will is in
control of everything from the course of the planets to the weather on Earth. This concept has
the consequence that everything that happens must be preordained, fated to happen. Every
event and happening has been decided in advance by divine edict and cannot be changed.
Randomness is not part of this deterministic belief system, as King Alfred stated. However, the
mathematical principles of randomness, discovered after the Renaissance, still apply to
divination even when the divinatory system is from a belief system that has no concept of
randomness.Of all forms of divination, dice have a strange position between the sacred and
profane uses. The tumbling dice, though random and only predictable in the long run through
the laws of statistics, produce a real and immediate outcome. When given human significance,
the points facing the thrower can bring fortune or ruin. The random becomes determinate
immediately the dice roll to a halt. When the dice are at rest, the success or failure of the
prediction is apparent at once. Fate and doom can be decided on the roll of a die, and the
saying “dicing with death” emphasizes this reality. Ancient Roman dice terminology was related
to the twelvefold division of the world, as expressed in weights and measures. The German
word for a die, Wurfel, has the connotation “to throw” (the verb werfen), linking their workings
with the “throw” of the weave of Wyrd’s web. Willard Fiske, in his Chess in Iceland (1905),
remarks:Among the adherents to old Germanic mythology Wotan (Odin) was regarded as the
inventor of dice. But on the introduction of Christianity several old attributes and spheres of
activity were transferred to the spirits of evil, and thus the devil, at a later day, came to be
regarded as the originator of dice. He was supposed to have created them for the purpose of
gaining souls for his infernal kingdom. (Fiske 1905, 248–49)The English word “fate” is derived
from fatum, the past participle of the Latin fari, “to speak.” The Fates are those who speak
about what shall become of us. The Old Icelandic poem Völuspá (The Sybil’s Vision) recounts
of the Norns that they “staves did cut, laws did they make, lives did they choose: for the
children of men they marked their fates.” The Norns’ name is also interpreted as those who
speak, being related to the Middle English verb nurnen, which means “to say.” The Norns’
utterances or decrees are described in Old English as wyrdstafas “wyrd-staves” and can
appear in the form of writing, the staves. Staves can mean both runic characters and the
wooden staves upon which they are cut, the runestaves being cut upon a runestaff. There is an
oblique reference to weaving and knowledge in the poem Vafþrúðnismál (The Lay of
Vafþrúðnir) where Odin has a riddling contest against the giant Vafþrúðnir, whose name means
“the mighty weaver.” The poem contains prophetic riddles that deal with the nature of the gods,
giants, and humans and their relations: the nature of the Web of Wyrd.The runes are
fundamental to understanding something of the weavings of the Web of Wyrd and our place
within it. When we use the runes, we can penetrate the surface of outward appearances, and
enter the realm of consciousness that perceives the basic unity of life that is the Web of Wyrd.
Even in the everyday prosaic use of characters to represent sounds and numbers, we
penetrate some of the mysteries that lie at the foundations of existence. At the basic level, the
individual runes are various patterns that occur within the Web of Wyrd and serve as gateways
for the consciousness to grasp the nature of these patterns. The alphabetic glyphs or signs that
we call runes are what appear in the mind when the word “rune” is heard. But a rune is much
more than just a letter in an alphabet. In addition to possessing symbolic meaning—whether as
an alphabetic letter, an ideogram, or a symbol representing something—it can also mean a



song, a poem, an incantation, or an invocation having talismanic power.The meaning of the
word rune itself is a “mystery” or “deliberation,” as in the Old English word rún, the Old Norse
rún, and the Middle Welsh word rhin. Similarly, the word rún in modern Irish (Gaeilge) means
“secret” and “intention.” But it is a secret in written or spoken form that is not understood by
everyone, as in the Scots verb roon and modern German raunen, both meaning “to whisper,”
and in a common English idiom, a “rounder” is a whisperer, a person who uses barely audible,
secretive speech. Within the simple letter, composed of a few lines, lies a great deal more than
its surface appearance. At its basic level, a rune denotes a mystery; that is, something secret
and otherworldly, something that is more than just an unknown meaning for a person who is
illiterate or uninterested. Each rune stave is a unit of embedded lore, a storehouse of
knowledge and meaning within human consciousness. According to the northern worldview,
the interconnections of the nerve pathways in the human brain are an obvious aspect of the
Web of Wyrd. As a symbol, a rune denotes a formless and eternal reality that is rooted in the
world as we experience it.THE DIVINE HARMONYTraditional cosmology is a symbolic way of
describing the earth and the heavens we perceive to be above us. Above the earth are nine
spheres defined by the apparent courses of the planets, the moon, the sun, and the stars. The
different planetary spheres correspond to various aspects of existence: they are ruled by the
nine Muses; they correspond to metals and the colors used in Anglo-Norman heraldry, and
likewise to the notes of the musical octave. The relationship between different spheres is that of
numerical proportions discovered originally by Pythagoras (ca. 500 BCE), which are the basis
of the Western diatonic musical scale. In 1650 Athanasius Kircher wrote in Musurgia
universalis, “The ancient philosophers asserted that the world consisted of a perfect harmony,
that is, from the earth to the starry heavens is a perfect Octave.” Hence the single-stringed
musical instrument devised by Pythagoras, the Monochord, is an image of the Cosmos, as
Robert Fludd wrote in 1617: “The Monochord is the internal principle, which, from the center of
the whole, brings about the harmony of all life in the Cosmos.”Whatever means of division we
use, there is the recognition that all are present simultaneously. In his 1642 essay Religio
Medici, the English philosopher Sir Thomas Browne (1605–1682) used the example of the
seasons and the earth to explain this principle: “whatsoever sign the sun possesseth, those
four seasons are actually present. It is the nature of this luminary to distinguish the several
seasons of the year; all which it makes at one time in the whole earth, and successive in any
part thereof” (Browne 1862, 47). Thus the parts are inextricable components of the whole. Only
in modern thought do the parts become separated in a reductionist and fragmental way, and
used in isolation from one another without consideration for their place in the totality.The Greek
alchemical text the Anonymus, expressing ideas current in the third and fourth centuries CE,
places the origin of the four elements in the Mystical Egg of the alchemists, which is the Seed
of Pythagoras. The author was following the traditional Greek coming-into-being symbolism of
the Orphic religion, expressed by Aristophanes in his play The Birds. The unknown author of
the Anonymus notes that the four elements are also present in music, because there are four
main harmonies, and the basic row, the tetrachord, is composed of four elemental tones.
These concepts gradually entered the north and became embedded in magical understanding.
In the second century CE, Theon of Smyrna pointed out how the four main harmonies of the
diatonic scale, the preserve of the Muses, combine the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 as the Musical
Tetraktys. The four harmonic ratios are the fourth (4:3), the fifth (3:2), the octave (2:1), and the
double octave (4:1). There are six possible tetrachords: Aëchos, Isos, Katharos, Kentros,
Paraëchos, and Plagios. Three are ascending scales, three (Aëchos, Isos, and Plagios)
descending. Combined, these make twenty-four musical elements (that can be related to the



twenty-four characters of the Greek alphabet and the northern runes). By combining these in
proper ways, all forms of music—the benedictions, hymns, revelations, and other parts of
Orthodox Church music—were made. There are limitless possibilities of combination. In all its
complexity of endless realignments, changing relationships, and new harmonies, the “music of
the spheres” reflects the limitless combinations of the elements that allow the multiplicities of
the existent world to have their being.Fig. 1.3. Celestial monochord made by Russell Paddon,
designed and painted by Nigel Pennick, 2013.THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE
COSMOSSymbolism of the MillA link between the weird sisters and mills appears in medieval
laws that banned women with spindles or distaffs from coming near mills. The stones that grind
flour in a mill can be understood as an image of the cosmos where the sky rotates above a
fixed earth as the upper millstone turns on the lower one. The original mills were querns,
handmills where an upper stone driven by hand rotated upon a lower, stationary stone. The
first powered mills in northern Europe were watermills built directly over watercourses. An
axletree fitted with paddles dipped into the running water below the mill, and fixed to it was the
upper stone. The lower stone has a hole in the middle to allow the axletree to rotate. So the
upper stone turned against the lower stone to grind the grain into flour. There were no separate
waterwheels or transmission gears to drive the stones, as in later, more sophisticated water
mills.Symbolically, the oldest form of water mill structure reflected the tripartite cosmos in the
Northern Tradition interpretation: underworldly water (world serpent flowing, Utgard); fixed
earth (lower millstone, Midgard); upper stone turning (starry heavens, Asgard). The turning but
fixed axletree (the world-tree Yggdrassil) rotates around a fixed point, the Pole Star. The poetic
fragment by Snæbjorn in Snorri Sturluson’s Skaldskaparmál tells of nine skerry maidens
turning a mill that is a kenning for the churning waves of the sea being cut through by the prow
of a ship. Amloði’s mill has been interpreted as an earthly counterpart of the celestial mill that
grinds the meal of the strewn stars (Jones 1991b, 4). Amloði is identified with William
Shakespeare’s Hamlet (ca. 1602), and the Bard gives the First Player of the play-withina-play
the following lines, which connect it with the Wheel of Fortune:Out, out, thou strumpet,
Fortune! All you gods, In general synod, take away her power; Break all the spokes and fellies
from her wheel, And bowl the round nave down the hill of heaven, As low as to the fiends!
(Shakespeare, Hamlet, II: 2).The millstones themselves were ascribed magical powers. Old
millstones were used to block places where evil might enter, being laid in the gateways of
churchyards and the entrances to places of the dead. Broken into four, they were used as
foundations of the four corners of the house (Garrad 1989, 110).THE MODES, THE
PLANETARY SPHERES, AND THEIR HARMONYThe seven modes of ancient European
music reflect an ancient recognition of this cosmic harmony. It appears to have originated in the
speculations of the Greek philosopher Anaximander, who suggested that the heavenly bodies
are carried around the earth on a series of concentric spheres. It is this system to which Plato
refers. Although two thousand years later, European scientists, most notably Copernicus,
determined that the earth is a planet in orbit around the sun, and not the center of the cosmos,
the model created by Anaximander is still a valid spiritual metaphor that had a profound
influence all over Europe. Credited to Pythagoras, who elaborated the ideas of Anaximander,
the system of the octave was worked upon by later Gnostic researchers who used the concept
known as the Ogdoas. In this eightfold system, the cosmos is ruled by seven deities who in
turn were under the rulership of the Supreme One. In the ancient treatise On Style,
conventionally ascribed to Demetrius Phalereus, we find, “In Egypt also the priests venerate
the gods through the seven vowels, letting them sound one after the other, and instead of the
aulos and the lyre, it is the sound of the letters that is heard harmoniously.” Through the sound



of the vowels, properly invoked under the correct liturgical conditions, material existence could
be transformed to spirit. These sounds are the pure notes that Plato puts in the mouths of the
Sirens.The Neopythagorean philosopher Nichomachus of Gerasa reinforced this concept when
he commented that the planetary spheres each produce their own particular tones, each of
which is reflected in a corresponding vowel in the Greek language. According to Nichomachus,
the vowel ;� reflects the sphere of the moon and the mode called Nete. The sphere of Mercury is
expressed by the vowel ;P and the tone Paranete. The vowel ;p sounds the sphere of Venus, the
tone Trite synemmenon. The vowel ;• reflects the sphere of the sun, with the tone of Mese. The
vowel o relates to the planetary sphere of Mars and the tone of Lichanos. Vowel <P recalls Jupiter
and Parhypate, whilst <• signifies Saturn and Hypate (Nichomachus 1994).In Greek culture there
were no separate characters for numbers, and the letters of the alphabet thus had numerical
equivalents. Anyone who learned to read absorbed these numbers along with the meaning of
the letters. As a result Greek culture—unlike ours, in which Roman letters and Arabic numerals
have no connection—had an integral symbolic understanding of the relationship of name and
number. Concepts such as that the Creator had brought matter into being by the utterance of a
word, and that number is the underlying structure of existence, which to modern culture seem
separate and irreconcilable, were integrated in this worldview. Belief in the power of the word is
fundamental to religion and magic alike. Gnostic papyri contain numerous incantations that
begin or end with the seven Greek vowels in differing combinations. One text gives an
invocation that encapsulates a magical theory: “Thy name, made up of seven letters, according
to the harmony of the seven tones, whose sound is made according to the twenty-eight lights
of the Moon, Saraphara, Araphara, Braarmarapha, Abraach, Pertaomech, Akmech, Iao – ouee
– iao – oue – eiou – aeo – eeou – eeou – Iao.” The numbers seven and eight are an integral
part of this spiritual current. The Greek alphabet, having twenty-four characters, is divided into
three ogdoads, or groups of eight, each of which has a ruling letter and is thus structured 1 + 7.
In common with Greek practice, the twenty-four runes of the Common Germanic fuþark are
also divided into three ogdoads, called by their Norse name, ættir. Identically with the Greek
alphabet, each ætt is ruled by the first rune of the group, the ogdoad of ;� (alpha) being the first
group of eight in Greek and the ætt of fehu being the first in the runes.The Gnostic magical text
known as Moses’ Book of the Great Name (in the Papyrus Magicus Leyden W) tells of the
godly power contained in the name of the Ogdoas: “Present in it is the supreme name, that is
Ogdoas, who commands and controls the whole: the angels are obedient to Him, the
archangels, the demons and demonesses and all that is within creation.” The use of the
musical modes in initiation is recorded in this papyrus. Apotropaic and invocational music
based upon the octaval system operates by recreating the vibrations of the divine name; that
is, the Music of the Spheres. The modes of the Pagan philosophers are reckoned from the
highest note downward, signifying, as it were, the descent of spirit into matter with the heavenly
spheres. The Orthodox Christianity of the Eastern Roman Empire, the inheritor of this Greek
Pagan philosophy, reckoned the same modes from the lowest note upward, seemingly
signifying the ascent of hymns from the earth to heaven. The Byzantine system used the same
notes, calling them the echoi (singular, echos).Around the beginning of the sixth century CE, a
monophysite monk named Severus of Antioch wrote a series of hymns for the Common of the
Seasons (a cycle of rituals pertaining to the particular liturgical seasons of the Orthodox
Church), using the Oktoëchos system. These hymns are sung on a series of eight Sundays in
a different echos, beginning with the lowest mode. The first Sunday’s hymn is in the first mode,
the second in the second, the third in the third, and so on, through the octave. The whole
Oktoëchos is based upon the Pentecontade Calendar that uses a series of seven weeks and a



day as the basic unit. The year is built up from seven of these Pentecontades plus fourteen
intercalary days. Thus the hymns of a particular day reflect their place in time. Each one is a
proper part of a greater sequence that reflects its corresponding place in the greater divine
harmony of the cosmos. With the correct enactment of a ritual that reflects the cosmic order,
the participants themselves become part of that order, thereby transcending their own finite
individuality. It is a means of becoming one with the cosmos, thereby taking communion with
the infinite.2Traditional Operative Magic, Philosophy, and TheoryThe traditional way of viewing
the world describes the principles that rule it in simple terms. Processes are usually described
as having a threefold nature, most simply apparent in the sequence: beginning—continuance—
end. Existent realities, such as matter and planar space, are understood in a fourfold way. The
four directions divide the plane of the Earth’s surface, while the four seasons divide the year.
The fourfold division of the world into the cardinal directions and their subdivisions is discussed
further in the next chapter.The Greek philosopher Pythagoras (ca. 500 BCE) taught the
significance of the divine numerical series 1, 2, 3, 4 as the creative power of the cosmos.
Pythagoreans described existence by means of the Tetraktys, put in visible form as a triangle
composed of ten points, arranged from the top down, 1, 2, 3, 4. Of the various forms of
Tetraktys, the fourth composes the four elements, and the eighth, the Intelligible Tetraktys, the
four faculties of the human being: (1) intelligence and mind; (2) knowledge; (3) opinion; and (4)
sensation.The oldest surviving description of the tetrad of principles known as the four
elements comes from Empedocles in his text On Nature (ca. 445 BCE). The division of the
matter of the world into four symbolic elements is the basis for the traditional Western
understanding of the subtle nature of the human body. Within the Cosmos, the individual
natures of things, both nonliving and living, can be described by means of these four principles:
Earth, Water, Air, and Fire.The four elements are thus a description of the nature of the
material world. They exist within the matrix of the physical structure of the world, the
dimensions, which Pythagoras classified into four parts: (1) the seed or starting point; (2)
height; (3) depth; and (4) thickness or solidity. This tetrad is the archetype of all growing things
and things that are made by means of the human arts and crafts.In the European tradition, the
subtle component of the human body is composed of four humors. These are blood, phlegm,
black bile, and yellow bile. As symbolic (rather than physical) bodily fluids, they correspond with
the four elements. Thus, blood corresponds with air; phlegm signifies water; black bile relates
to earth; and yellow bile to fire. This tetrad of humors is a metaphorical way to describe the
active qualities present in the bodies of all living beings. They are not the same as the
Intelligible Tetraktys of Pythagoras, which is concerned with the function of consciousness,
being bodily. But they have a profound effect upon the consciousness, nevertheless. According
to the ancient Greek concept known as Perisomata, the relative proportions of each of the four
humors in any one being produce or describe that individual’s personal temperament. The
word “temperament” literally describes the outcome of the combination of humors tempering
one another. The principle of Temperance, as one of the Four Virtues, refers to this kind of
tempering. According to this symbolic viewpoint, an individual’s bodily strength, along with that
almost undefinable quality of health, is determined by a particular combination of humors.
Imbalances of the humors lead not only to bodily disorders, but to psychological ones as
well.In his The Nature of Man, Polybius defines health as being the state in which the four
humors are in the correct proportion to one another, both in strength and quantity. They must
also be mixed together well enough. Whenever there is a deficiency or an excess of one or
more of the humors, or the mixing is insufficient, then a certain disorder results. When the
humors are in harmony with one another, according to the basic nature of the individual’s



constitution, then there is balance, and she or he is therefore healthy. The Muses play their part
in the creation of good humor, for traditionally music has been seen as a means of restoring
balance of the humors. Temperance, the art of balancing the humors, is a health-bringing
technique. The commonplace expression “being in a good humor” refers to this ancient
concept.The northern tradition views bodily powers as consisting of two separate but linked
qualities: might and main. Might (Old English meaht; Old Norse máttr) is the physical strength
of the body, the energy within it that enables it to live, powering its movements and actions.
Main (Old English mægen; Old Norse megin) is the inner psychological strength that
empowers the personality; it is transferable to other people and to objects. In Old Norse
tradition, megin (main) is described in terms of who or what possesses it. The earth has jarðar
megin; the gods possess ásmegin. When a magician empowers something with megin, it
becomes aukinn, “augmented.” A god or person with his or her own megin can also be aukinn
with megin from elsewhere. The god Heimdall, for example, possessed ásmegin but was also
aukinn with jarðar megin. Anything to be made aukinn must have an empowerment that aligns
with the object or person’s innate qualities. If something is empowered contrary to its nature, it
still works magically, but there is an inner conflict, as the empowerment is álag, an “on-
lay.”Without main, might is useless, for main includes the will to live. It is main that enables a
person to exert his or her will in all realms of life. It empowers the magical arts of the human
being. We must have both might and main in order to live effectively. Without one or the other,
we are close to death. Inner power corresponds with outer powers, by means of being in the
right place at the right time to achieve what is needful. This is shown, for instance, in the
English martial arts, whose Four Grounds of effective action are defined as judgment, distance,
time, and place (Brown 1997, 94). To be successful in combat requires a perfect combination
of these factors. Equally, the performance of magic requires recognition of the Four Grounds.
The inner human power of might and main must be balanced properly with external powers.
When both are in alignment, then the human is at one with the cosmos. To maintain this
equilibrium is a constant task.Old Norse concepts from pre-Christian times do not have overt
references to the theory of the four humors, but traces of the Intelligible Tetraktys theory are
present. Önd, the breath of life, equivalent to the Greek pneuma, is synonymous with human
existence. Every person begins life by drawing a first breath. It is the cry of the newborn baby.
Regular breathing measures out our lifespan, and at death we literally expire by breathing out
our last breath. Birth is thus the moment of the first breathing-in, and death, the last breathing-
out. Between, we are alive, breathing. The traditional worldview envisages the human breath of
life as a reflection of a greater whole, the universal Cosmic Breath that is present everywhere.
Every individual possesses a mind; that is, a rational faculty dependent on consciousness and
personality. The mind operates on physical, psychological, and mystical levels. According to
these traditional concepts, our powers of perception, reflection, thought, memory, and
inspiration are all aspects of the cosmic breath, and magic is worked through the individual’s
portion of these powers.As in the Pythagorean system, there are a number of specific named
qualities that make up the human being. Litr is health, and læti is the power of movement. Hugr
is consciousness, intelligence, and willpower (intelligence and mind). Hamr is personal ability
to control and shape images and events. Hamramr is the ability to shape-shift; for example, into
animal form as Odin and the berserk warriors were said to do. A person changed into another
form is a hamhleypa, and traveling in another form (out-of-the-body travel or soul-flight) is
hamfarir. Hamingja is luck and the ability to take advantage of appropriate circumstances. The
northern tradition worldview tells that luck is a personal possession; there are instances from
former times that interpret luck in this way. Magnates and heroes were able to bestow their



hamingja upon other persons as favors in order to accomplish tasks that would be impossible
without magical assistance. Because it is a personal possession, hamingja must be nurtured,
for it can also be lost or stolen. The old Irish adage, “There is no money that cannot be stolen”
applies also to luck.Soul-flight is the shamanic practice noted two thousand years ago by
Roman authors and in the north as hamfarir in the thirteenth-century Ynglingasaga where Odin
“changed his form; the body lay there as if heavy with sleep or dead, but he himself was in the
form of a bird or beast, fish or worm, and went in an instant on his own or another’s errand to
distant countries.” This account is almost identical to the Roman accounts of Hermontinus of
Clazomenae by Plutarch in On the Sign of Socrates and in works by Pliny and Tertullian.
Hermontinus left his body and wandered into distant countries, from where he brought back
accounts of things that could not be known unless he had been there. Like Odin, Hermontinus
lay apparently lifeless while his soul was out of the body. His wife betrayed him to the
Cantharidae, his enemies, who burned his body while he was in soul-flight. H. C. Agrippa noted
in 1531 that even in his day in Norway and Lappland were very many people who could
“abstract themselves three days from their bodies.” When they returned, they could tell people
of things they had seen far away. No other living creature or person should touch the body
while in soul-flight; otherwise the person could not return to the body (Agrippa 1993 [1531], III,
I).According to Norse belief, every individual has a fylgja (attendant or fetch; plural: fylgjur). The
fylgja is present throughout the person’s life, but it can also leave the body and put on a new
shape. Powerful warriors and kings had “strong” fylgjur, which preceded them everywhere.
Fylgjur of magnates and heroes could actually be seen by people with second sight. To see
one’s own fylgja was an omen of impending death. Fylgjur could also appear in animal form,
the beast being related to the individual’s character. When Christian beliefs became the norm,
the fylgja became the guardian angel. This is overtly recorded in the tale of Hall, who allowed
the Christian missionary Thangbrand to baptize him on condition that the archangel Michael
should be his fylgja. The later concept of the fylgja in English outside the guardian angel is the
wraith, from the Old Norse vörðr, “ward, guardian.”Celtic tradition is recorded in medieval
Breton, Welsh, Irish, and some Scots Gaelic texts. Christianity arrived much earlier in Celtic
Britain and Ireland than in Scandinavia, so what may be older concepts are expressed
differently from the Germanic and Norse personal powers and spirits. The physical and spiritual
Eight Parts of Man and Twelve Parts of the Body appear in Welsh tradition in the medieval
Book of Llanrwst, ascribed to the sixth-century CE bard Taliesin. The eight parts are: (1) earth,
inert and heavy, the flesh; (2) stones, hardness, the bones; (3) water, moist and cold, the blood;
(4) salt, briny and sharp, the nerves; (5) air, the breath; (6) the sun, clear and bright, the heat of
the body; (7) spirit, soul and life; and (8) divinity, the intellect. There are also twelve parts of the
body that relate to abilities, emotions, and powers: (1) the forehead, sense and intellect; (2) the
nape of the neck, memory; (3) the top of the head (pate), discretion and reason; (4) the breast,
lust; (5) the heart, love; (6) bile, anger and wrath; (7) the lungs, breath; (8) the spleen,
joyousness; (9) the blood, the body; (10) the liver, heat; (11) spirit, the mind; and (12) the soul,
faith.THE SYMBOLISM OF THE PARTS OF THE BODYA symbol denotes being in the world,
unlike a sign that represents the being or the world. The symbol must include the observer,
whereas a sign does not. Symbols permit us to progress from the externally perceived form of
a given phenomenon toward its essence. Symbols do not exist to be interpreted or decoded:
they draw the observer inward to participate in the world of spirit. At an as-yet-undetermined
time, bodily parts and functions were linked with the powers of the signs of the zodiac. The
zodiac and its signs were certainly present in Britain in Roman times (43–410 CE). The signs
denote not only the heavenly constellations but also qualities or collections of attributes, so



they also have a symbolic function. The Hermetic maxim, “as above, so below” states that the
greater world, the Cosmos, is reflected in the lesser world, the human being. The parts of the
human body therefore reflect aspects of the Cosmos, and these are expressed through the
signs of the zodiac. The relationship to the parts of the body is also symbolic. The meaning of
each sign expresses subtle qualities present in the corresponding part of the human body. The
human head, vision, and expression are ruled by Aries, the Ram; the neck, throat, and voice by
Taurus, the Bull. Gemini, the Twins, correspond with the arms. Cancer, the Crab, rules the
chest, breasts, and stomach; and Leo, the Lion, the heart. Virgo rules the abdomen and
intestines; Libra, the Scales, the kidneys and the navel; and Scorpio, the genitals. Sagittarius,
the Archer, corresponds with the thighs; Capricorn, the Goat, the knees; and Aquarius, the
Water-Carrier, with the lower legs. Finally, the two fishes, Pisces, rule the feet.OPERATIVE
MAGIC PRINCIPLESThere are two basic magical practices: direct natural magic and
talismanic or sigil magic. Since antiquity, they have been used in parallel with one another.
Amulets—actual things, such as a quartz pebble, a sliver of alder wood, the feather of a raven,
a wolf’s heart, or a toad’s bone—contained the particular unique power of that stone, plant, or
animal. Each could be used for appropriate magical effects, related to the nature (“virtue”) of
the animal, plant, or stone. Often these materials were difficult to obtain. Once found, certain
rituals were necessary to channel their power for human use. Actual powers present within
physical objects could also be accessed through images of the object, by signs that referred to
them, and by corresponding powers, such as planetary spirits or zodiacal signs. This is the
underlying concept of runic and sigil magic, where magicians use visible marks to embody the
power rather than the actual objects. A sigil may denote the power of a stone, tree, animal,
planet, star, spirit, or god and particular aspects of them according to the needs of the
magician. Of course, it is still necessary that a sigil must have a physical form. It must be
written upon something, using a medium, whether blood or inks, so there is still a physical
composition of the talisman that must be in concurrence with its meaning in order to work. It
must be consecrated ritually to activate its power. Runes are magic sigils that are also letters of
an alphabet.Runic talismans were characters of texts inscribed on particular woods, such as
yew, and empowered by blood. The Old English word teáfor, meaning red coloring (ochre, red
chalk) continues in the English shepherds’ word for sheep-marking, traditionally red, tiver. This
was probably the word used in the past for empowering runes and other magical items with
blood. The German word Zauber, “magic,” is cognate with it, as is the Old Norse taufr, “a
talisman.” Technically, runes are not distinct from other forms of magical sigils. Bind-runes
(bindnar runir) were used from the earliest times to make composite sigils expressing the
combined power of two or more runes. Icelandic magical texts contain talismanic sigils
composed of runes combined with other elements: astrological, planetary, metallic, and
spiritual. Sigils can be marked upon objects, animals, and people to empower them with the
virtues of the thing signified by the sigil. Tools and weapons were inscribed with runes that
empowered them with a readable text, whether the name of a feared and famous sword or the
use of a talisman against the dangers of the sea. They were also used to ward off illness,
dangerous things, hostile magic, and destructive entities such as evil spirits (Old Norse
meinvættir) and black vessels. Individuals could be marked with permanent sigils, as in 1609
when astrologer Simon Forman inscribed the characters of Venus, Jupiter, and Cancer on his
left arm and right breast using an ink made from gold (Rosecrans 2000, 46–48). Enthusiastic
writers on ancient skills and wisdom sometimes portray the practitioners of the past as perfect
masters who could do no wrong and never fail, but the world is not and has never been like
that. It has a built-in failure rate. Inept magic is mentioned in Egils Saga, where the eponymous



hero finds a supposedly healing whalebone talisman upon the bed of a very ill woman. It has
ten runes wrongly inscribed. Egil destroys it, saying, “A man should not cut runes unless he
can read them properly, because a false runestave has been the downfall of many.” He carves
a new stave with the proper runes, and she recovers.People with the Scottish surnames Freer
and Frere claim to be descended from the astrologers of the kings of Scotland. In the Scottish
highlands and islands, augury ( frith; Old Norse ófreskr) was conducted to find lost people and
animals and determine their location. The frith was made on the first Monday of the quarter,
just before sunrise. The fritheir (diviner, seer) having fasted, with bare head, bare feet, and
closed eyes, went to the threshold and put a hand on each doorjamb. Concentrating upon the
objective, the fritheir opened his eyes and stared straight ahead. From what he saw, he made
his augury (Carmichael 1997, note 194). This is a classic example of what in Old Norse is
termed framsýni (foresight). Frith was also conducted in the highlands of Scotland on
Hallowe’en at the meeting of three roads; sitting on a three-legged stool, the fritheir perceived
the names of those doomed to die in the coming year. Also, a fritheir could see the spirits of the
dead by standing at a crossroads with his chin resting on a forked stick. First to be passing
would be the shades of the good, then the shades of those who have been murdered, then the
damned (Puhvel 1976, 169–70). On the Isle of Man, people who were born after the death of
their father, or who had a cross of hair on their chests, or whose eyebrows met, were reputed
to possess second sight. It was a practice of such people to go into a churchyard on the eves
of the New Year, of St. Mark’s Day, and of Midsummer Day to foretell who was to be buried in it
during the ensuing year (Moore 1891, 162). The claim to be able to see otherworldly events
and harmful entities was used by some people for personal gain. The man reputed to be the
last boggart-seer in Lancashire, northwestern England, died around the middle of the
nineteenth century. In 1867, Harland and Wilkinson wrote, “J. W., the last of the ancient race of
boggart-seers in the township, used to combat with feoorin’ between East End and Droylesden
toll gate; but as he died a few years ago without bequeathing his gift, he (happily) carried with
him his mantle to the grave” (Harland and Wilkinson 1867, 55). A boggart-seer was a person
who could see the evil entities called boggarts, the unquiet spirits of the dead, and knew the
techniques of neutralizing them.Much of northern magic is concerned with illness and healing,
combating spirits and other entities that were perceived as the root cause of the symptoms.
There is a considerable corpus of these magical charms from Anglo-Saxon England. In his
Anglo-Saxon Magic, G. Storms asserted that these magical formulae were the oldest relics of
Anglo-Saxon and Germanic literature, stemming from ancient traditions. Storms stated that
these charms are of outstanding importance because they give us more than a tantalizing
glimpse of a “strange world,” and emphasise the close connection between Anglo-Saxon magic
and religion (Storms 1948, 5–11). In traditional worldviews, untoward events are often ascribed
to the visible or invisible action of benevolent or malevolent entities (Storms 1948, 49–50). The
Anglo-Saxon charms tell of the elves (ælf; plural: ylfe) as destructive entities causing illness,
and dwarfs were also characterized as disease-spirits (Storms 1948, 50–51). There was a
similar concept in Welsh tradition of destructive entities causing disease. In his Ancient Cymric
Medicine, Henry S. Wellcome quotes a poem ascribed to the British bard Taliesin. It describes
the devastating Yellow Plague of Rhôs as the result of a disease demon, “a most strange
creature that will come from the sea-marsh.” In the poem “it is concealed because sight cannot
perceive it” (Wellcome 1903, 41). Wellcome sees this as “ancient Cymric bacteriology.” Some
Anglo-Saxon charms are to combat specific disease-spirits that had infected the patient’s
blood. The charms seek to expel them by letting blood, which will take out the disease-spirits
as well (Storms 1948, 51–52). Christianity redefined all of the earlier dwarfs, elves, beasts, and



injurious spirits as agents of the devil, but it was essentially the same system given a new
theoretical basis (Storms 1948, 51).HUMAN AND ANIMAL POWERSMen who had the ability
to change shape were hamramr, “strong in form.” Fighting men who took on battle frenzy were
called Berserkir or Úlfheðinn. They were men who wore bear pelts or wolf skins to acquire the
power of these fearsome wild animals. The belief was that these men could actually transform
themselves into real bears or wolves. This technique was apparently uncontrollable. Those who
went into it experienced possession by the beast. The Völsunga Saga tells how the heroes
Sigmund and Sinfjötli put on magic wolf skins that took them over, and uncontrollably they
became wolves and rampaged, randomly killing people. Finally, they succeeding in removing
the skins and burnt them. The terror engendered by these merciless men is evoked in the ninth-
century poem Hrafnsmál: “the Berserks bayed . . . the Úlfheðnar howled.” Viking Age helmet
panels found at Torslunda in Sweden show bears, a wolf-headed warrior, and spearmen
wearing helmets with boar crests. The tradition of the bear warrior, its frenzy removed by
military discipline, continues today in Denmark and Britain, where the royal guards wear
bearskin hats as part of their ceremonial uniforms.
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